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Dearborn Precision
PUTS DUAL PURPOSE ZEISS CMM
TO THE TASK

Gear measurements verified using Gear Pro software (courtesy of Carl Zeiss).

A 4.2 meter Accura with Vast XT gold sensor measures a turbine shaft with gears
(courtesy of Carl Zeiss).
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When the parts you manufacture
pass through numerous processes such
as deep hole drilling, machining, hobbing and grinding, a CMM (coordinate
measuring machine) is essential when
your customers require 100 percent inprocess and final inspection.
D e ar b o r n P r ecis io n Tu b u lar
Products, Inc., located in Fryeburg,
Maine, has been involved in deep hole
drilling, machining tubular components and precision tubing since 1947.
Their work experience has led to the
development of machinery and processes that are now applied to commercial nuclear, aircraft, land-based
turbine parts, and tubular parts in the
oil and gas exploration and nuclear
industries. With a production facility featuring more than 100,000 square
feet of climate controlled manufacturing space, Dearborn can easily produce
either single prototypes or large production orders with a variety of parts.
In 2003, Dearborn purchased their
first CMM, a Zeiss Spectrum, because
of new turbine engine shaft work that
required tighter tolerances. Today, this
machine is handling the inspection of
a large family of standard production
parts. Prior to the Spectrum, they were
using more traditional instruments
such as hard and composite gages, and
hand tools.
In 2007, Dearborn was approached
to do a large aviation project involving the measurement of multiple parts
including long turbine shafts with
lengths of up to four meters and multiple gears on these shafts. The goal was
to efficiently measure them in one run.
This required a CMM large enough to
measure the shaft lengths and one that
would also allow them to easily change
and use multiple sensors to measure the
different part characteristics.
After comparing different systems,
Dearborn decided to purchase a 4.2
meter Accura as the measurement
solution for these long turbine shafts
continued
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configured with the Vast XT gold sensor for its active control of long probes
needed to measure deep into the long
shafts. The Vast XT can be used with
styli up to 800 millimeters long and
up to 600 grams in weight. For software, the easy choice was Gear Pro,
including involute, bevel, and worm,
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which allows them to do a full analytical inspection of the gears. Gear
Pro will calculate the tolerances to
multiple standards such as ISO 1328,
AGMA 2000-A88, and DIN 2962.
“This CMM is serving a dual purpose
for us,” says Andrew March, quality
control engineer at Dearborn. “It can

be used for traditional production run
inspections and it also allows us to
offer a gear checking service to our
aviation customers. Most gear checkers are million dollar machines and
they can’t handle the length of these
gear shafts.” Dearborn can now measure about 10 of these long shaft parts
in a day instead of what typically took
a week without the Accura. They
are verifying runouts of splines and
gears that cannot be done with a gear
checker. Typically, a gear checker is
limited to about 1.5 meters of measuring height. With the Accura, they can
measure gear shafts horizontally with
4.2 meters of measuring length, so runouts with data that distance apart can
be measured in one run. This Accura
is designed to handle long, horizontally measured gears versus the heavier
3,000-pound gears that are typically
measured on three-axis rotary tables.
Dearborn specializes in deep hole
drilling, so a typical part would start
with drilling long parts followed by
cylindrical grinding to hold the tight
tolerances of + one ten-thousandth of
an inch. There could be precision milling for added features, and gearing
and splining would follow grinding.
Roundness and runout tolerances are

Standard tubular products inspected
on the Spectrum and Accura (courtesy
of Carl Zeiss).
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in the ten-thousandths of an inch. All
parts go through in-process and final
inspection before being shipped to the
customer.
The Zeiss CMMs have helped
Dearborn add customers, especially
those requiring specific certifications.
Their ISO 9001:2008 and AS9100B
certifications depend on the process
and measurement documentation that
these measurement systems provide.
It shows customers that Dearborn has
control of their production processes.
Calypso has definitely helped
Dearborn with their measurement
requirements. They use the latest
version, Calypso 5.0, especially for
features like the enhanced graphical
reports and have an SMA (the annual software maintenance agreement)
to stay current with any new features
and developments. “I’ve always been
impressed with the improvements of
Calypso,” March says. “It allows us to
provide more for our customers each
year.”
Overall, application support and
scanning technology have been the
most valuable aspects of owning a Carl
Zeiss system for Dearborn. They are
able to get answers to their questions
quickly when working with Carl Zeiss
applications engineers. And the scanning technology has allowed them to
take a closer look at form measurement,
which has made the CMM even more
valuable. Without it they wouldn’t be
able to do analytical inspection of gears.
The Vast XT provides them with sound
raw data as well as proven algorithms
for filtering data.
The two most beneficial results
Dearborn has realized since purchasing
the CMMs are reduced inspection time
and reduced downtime for production
machines. Inspection times have been
reduced from four hours to half an
hour per part with the Accura, while
also eliminating operator influence.
There is also significantly less downtime for production machines that are
waiting for parts in inspection.

P R O D U C T

Looking into the future, Dearborn
desires to further increase its business
in the aerospace industry. Currently,
they are at a point of expansion, adding square footage and employees. “Our
customers demand 100 percent part
inspection,” March says. “Without these
CMMs, we couldn’t ship quality parts

www.geartechnology.com
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and be as successful as we are today.”

For more information:

Carl Zeiss Industrial Metrology
6250 Sycamore Lane North
Maple Grove, MN 55447
Phone: (763) 559-0402
www.zeiss.com
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Sunnen

Sunnen’s new HTG series tube
hones are designed as oil field workhorses with high-volume throughput
and increased part capacity. The standard HTG-10000 is capable of handling standard part lengths up to 30
feet (9.14 m) and weights up to 17,600
lbs. (8,000 kg). The HTG’s ID range
is 2 to 24 inches (50.8 to 609.6 mm),

INTRODUCES
TWO-STAGE HONING
EFFICIENCY
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Clifford-Jacobs custom high-strength
forgings work everywhere and for some of
the biggest names in mining, aerospace, and energy.
So whether you need a 5-pound gear blank or an 800-pound finish machined
component, depend on Clifford-Jacobs’ uncompromising quality. It comes
with fast estimates, ready resources, part warehousing, and zero
tolerance for failure.

SINCE 1919

SINCE 1919

sales@Clifford-Jacobs.com | Clifford-Jacobs.com | 888.352.5172 | ISO 9001:2000
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double that of previous generation
machines, with an OD capacity of 26
inches (660.4 mm) standard, and up to
48 inches (1,219.2 mm) as an option.
The machine is suitable for instrument piping and down hole equipment
applications, such as pumps/motors
and hangers, and large hydraulic cylinders like those found on offshore
oil platform stabilizers. A new proportional load control hydraulic system enables maximum utilization of
hydraulic power, delivering power
where needed during operation for
maximum efficiency. The system can
deliver up to 40 hp (29.83 kW) to the
spindle and up to 18 hp (13.42 kW)
to the tool stroking system, for metal
removal rates of 200+ in 3/hr (3,500
cm3/hr) using superabrasives in steel
as needed.
For increased speed and accuracy, the HTG uses a new precision
hydraulic feed system that combines
the brute force of hydraulics with the
finesse of a sophisticated control. This
includes servo position control of the
feed system actuator, electronic pressure control, closed loop feedback,

and ability to operate both standard
tooling as well as two-stage tooling.
The machine features a 100-foot/min
(30.48 m/min) maximum stroke velocity, 0–300 rpm spindle, and a tool feed
force of up to 2,500 lbs. (11,200 N).
The new servo system on the feed axis
provides increased accuracy, as well
as improved maintenance, service and
setups with no tuning required.
Another upgrade is a next-generation two-stage hone head capable of
roughing and finishing without chang-
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ing abrasives. The two-stage hone
head is available with conventional
abrasives or superabrasives. The U.S.made HTG is available in two standard model sizes—the HTG-4000 with
4-meter (13.12 ft) stroke length and
the 10-meter (32.81 ft) stroke HTG10000. Built-to-order machine sizes
include 6-, 8-, 12-, 14- meter stroke
lengths, and custom-length designs can
be quoted.
To save floor space, the HTG’s
electrical panel is mounted with the
hydraulic power unit. The power unit
is designed for ease of maintenance
with accessible components, an easyto-clean tank, cleanable air filters on
the oil heat exchanger, and oil temperature/level indicators on the machine
and on the control. A new work base
has an improved design sloped to the
center of the machine for removal of
honing “mud,” and includes standard
full-time coolant flush. This means
operators spend less time shoveling
out the base of the machine during
high production runs. The HTG features a new easy-to-use Siemens PLC
touch-screen control system with zero
shutoff, feed pressure control, cross
hatch angle calculator and a joystick
to allow the operator to move the honing tool over the stroke length. The
new control system features complex
software to maximize process efficiency in the background while providing easy-to-use, intuitive touch-screen
operation. The power of the hydraulic
system is controlled with precision,
enabling better control for tough parts
such as blind bores and shoulders. A
load meter enables detection of tight
bore conditions and the bore profile
is included on the display. Other features designed to increase productivity include feed system soft start, and
integral load meter and recommended
settings based on part dimensions and
material. The standard chain vise fixture is taken to the next level with a
new ease of movement on the machine

rails for locating during setups, as well
as improved ergonomics and adjustments.

www.geartechnology.com

For more information:
Sunnen
7910 Manchester Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63143
Phone: (314) 781-2100
www.sunnen.com
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This is the second in FANUC’s
MAG
line of heavy-duty robots

designed to handle truck, tractor, automotivePROCESS
frames and
DEVELOPS
other large castings. The MTO
PRODUCE
2000iA/1200
has a rigid arm
design with
a vertical lifting
GIANT
GEAR
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for transferring
machine tools, as well as build them, by
extremely heavy items.
developing a process that used a horiThe machine was equipped
zontal boring mill (HBM) and specialwith iRVision 2-D error proofing
ly designed tools to cut 588 teeth in a
and Dual Check Safety Speed
19-meter (62.5 ft) diameter gear assemand Position Check software,
bly weighing 60 tons (54,836 kg).
demonstrating
its high capacity
The two-piece gear assembly,
continued

made of ASTM A290 steel, consists of
a 24-section track, which serves as the
base, and a 12-section upper gear rack.
The MAG team designed dedicated
fixtures for each operation and special
tooling for cutting and finishing the
gear teeth on an HBM.
“We cut the gear teeth on an
unconventional machine,” said Mark
Huhn, project manager at MAG Fond
du Lac. “In most cases the tooth
involute would be generated by the
machine itself, but we used a tool with
the involute built into the cutter, which
was accomplished by grinding the
tooth form into the cutter first.”
The gear teeth were manufactured to American Gear Manufacturers
Association (AGMA) Gear Quality
No. 6, and the gear was assembled to
aACHIEVES
pitch diameter concentricity
MAX of .8
mm (.031 in). The track, comprised
PROFILE
RETENTION
of
A148M Grade
620-415 castings,
required
special cutter to WEAR
produce a
WITHa MINIMAL
2.127 degree surface angle.
“The angle was circular interpo-
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MAG cut 588 teeth in a 19-meter gear
assembly using dedicated fixtures and
special tooling (courtesy of MAG).
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culture, energy, industrial components,
job shops, plastics and transportation.
Ultracut Pro delivers proven resistance
to microbials, like bacteria and fungus, and is shown to last longer than
competitive coolants without the need
for costly additives. In independent

N E W S

lab studies, Ultracut Pro lasted longer
and outperformed top competitors in
bacterial and fungal resistance. This
hard water stable formula is effective
in a wide range of light, moderate and
heavy-duty applications, including
continued

Cutting and finishing the gear teeth
was accomplished on a horizontal boring mill (HBM).

lated onto the track surface and we
designed a special cutter to cut
the angle on one of our gantry-type
machining centers,” Huhn said.

For more information:
MAG IAS, LLC.
13900 Lakeside Circle
Sterling Heights, MI 48313
Phone: (586) 566-2400
www.mag-ias.com

Rustlick
RELEASES
ULTRACUT PRO
Rustlick recently announced the
release of a new premium, bioresistant
water-soluble oil cutting fluid. Ultracut
Pro delivers reliable performance in
a wide range of machining and grinding applications. R&D chemist Steve
Badger II explains, “Ultracut Pro uses
the very latest lubrication and antimicrobial technologies for a coolant
that is high-performance, long-lasting
and extremely hard water stable.” The
dependable performance of Ultracut
Pro makes it a first choice for manufacturers working for industries as
diverse as aerospace, automotive, agriwww.geartechnology.com
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machining, cutting, grinding, milling, broaching, threading and turning.
“Ultracut Pro’s tight emulsion guarantees consistent, dependable lubrication and cooling for great tool life
and surface finish with less carryoff,”
states Badger. Ultracut Pro contains

no boron, phenol, nitrites, triazines,
sulfur, copper or SARA 313 reportable
chemistry and is easy to recycle or dispose of with conventional techniques
and equipment. Ultracut Pro is available in five- or 55-gallon containers
and is recommended for ferrous and

The quality and precision of our
Broaches, Shaper Cutters and Gears
have won customers world-wide from the smallest gear shop to
NASA and the Mars Rover.

& Shaper Cutter
• Broach
manufacturing & repair
& Spline—
• Gear
prototype to production
• Master Gears & Gages
• Small & fine pitch
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Precision. Performance. Perfection.
The First time and every time.

The B roach Masters, Inc.
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“DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE”

1605 Industrial Drive
Auburn, CA 95603
Phone: (530) 885-1939
Fax: (530) 885-8157
Web: www.broachmasters.com
Email: info@broachmasters.com
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nonferrous metals, aluminum, brass,
bronze and copper. The nonchlorinated
version, Ultracut Pro CF, is recommended for all metals, including titanium and high nickel alloys.

For more information:

ITW ROCOL North America
3624 West Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60026
Phone: (800) 657-5278
www.itwfpg.com

Northfield
RELEASES
RUBBER
GRIP CHUCK
Northfield Precision Instrument
Corporation, a designer and manufacturer of precision workholding chucks,
introduces their Automobile Rubber
Grip chuck. This special chuck grips
automotive “rubber coupling” drive
shaft joints. The small collet in the
center grips a 14 mm ID to an accuracy of less than 1/10,000 in. T.I.R. The

																	
three extended fingers pass thru three
bolt holes, expand, and “face clamp”
only. These fingers simulate “bolting”
the flange in place the way it is used
in the vehicles. Drive shafts are balanced from 3,500 rpm to over 6,000
rpm. Northfield Precision designs and
manufactures accurate air chucks for
any lathe, boring machine, grinder
or VMC. Models include throughhole, high-speed and quick-change.
Available in SAE or metric, in sizes
from 3" (76 mm) to 18" (457 mm).
Accuracies of 0.001" to 0.00001"
(0.254 m) guaranteed. Custom workholding chucks and jaws are available and free engineering assistance is
offered.
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cent. When connected to a PC’s USB
port, the USB Input Tool is automatically recognized as an HID (Human
Interface Device) keyboard device—a
standard Windows driver. No special
software is required. A USB keyboard
signal converter translates Digimatic

display values to keyboard signals.
This enables the direct inputting of
data into the cells of off-the-shelf
spreadsheet software, such as Excel.
Data can also be automatically entered
into Notepad or similar programs.
continued

For more information:
Northfield
Precision Instrument Corp.
4400 Austin Blvd.
Island Park, NY 11558
Phone: (800) 810-2482
www.northfield.com

Mitutoyo
OFFERS
USB INPUT DEVICE
Mitutoyo America Corporation
recently announced the availability of a new USB input device that
streamlines the interfacing of Mitutoyo
Digimatic hand measurement tools
with PCs. The new USB Input Tool
Direct: USB-ITN includes seven
models—each model is dedicated to
a specific type of cable plug/connector pin configuration. The new design
negates the need for two cables, lowering overall costs by as much as 32 perwww.geartechnology.com
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Data capture is much faster than manual entry. Additionally, reliability is
increased because transcription errors
are eliminated. Optional Mitutoyo
USB-ITPAK Measurement Data
Collection software further enhances
the productivity of USB Input Tool
Direct: USB-ITN by facilitating set-up.

N E W S																	
Excel input destinations (workbook,
sheet, or cell), cell-fill direction (right
or down), cell fill intervals, and other
settings can be specified. Sequential,
batch, or individual measurement
methods can be selected. USB-ITPAK
also enables mouse button, function
key and foot-switch functions.

For more information:

Mitutoyo America Corporation
965 Corporate Blvd
Aurora, IL 60502
Phone: (888) 648-8869
www.mitutoyo.com

OSG
HIGHLIGHTS
CUTTING TOOLS
AT EASTEC
OSG Tap and Die, North American
Headquarters of OSG Corporation, is a
manufacturer of taps, end mills, drills
and thread-making tools. At the 2011
Eastec Exposition—held May 17–19
in West Springfield, Massachusetts—
OSG will be exhibiting an extensive line of high technology cutting
tools, including the 3-flute coolantthrough Mega Muscle carbide drill, the
HY-PRO CARB 3-D and 5-D drills
22
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and the brand-new VGx and UVX end
mill series. OSG’s 3-flute coolantthrough Mega Muscle drill is designed
specifically for drilling at feed rates
1.5 to 2 times faster than a 2-flute
drill. It may also be used at lower
RPMs, which decreases the amount
of wear and prolongs tool life. This
design also leads to higher hole accuracy with less work hardening, which
gives secondary operations such as
tapping even more tool life. The brandnew HY-PRO CARB VGx Variable
Geometry End Mill is an innovative
milling tool with capabilities of chatter-free and stable consistent milling in
mild to severe milling operations. Last
but not least, the EXOCARB-Aero
UVX End Mill is one of OSG’s latest
innovations on variable index and variable helix end mills, designed exclusively for exotic aircraft materials.
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Duo Plus
OFFERS EFFICIENT
GRIP SYSTEM

One of the most important keys
to success in modern workpiece production is efficiency. Machines are
supposed to perform more than just
one task with fewest separate steps
and tool changes possible. Dual
high-pressure clamping sets like the
continued

For more information:

OSG Tap and Die, Inc.
676 E. Fullerton Ave.
Glendale Heights, IL 60139
Phone: (630) 790-1400
www.osgtool.com

RELIABILITY
STARTS HERE
© FOTOLIA - © DANIEL CHASLERIE

Erasteel PM and HSS
The best steels for premium tools

POWDER IN MOTION

www.erasteel.com • Call 800.365.1152
www.geartechnology.com
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Duo produced by Allmatic-Jakob
Spannsysteme GmbH are suitable for
such applications. With the Duo Plus
125, Allmatic unites the advantages of
its predecessor model with some additional innovations. Duo Plus 125 has
been equipped with Allmatic’s grip
system. That way, clamping unfin-

N E W S
ished parts as well as pre-machined
workpieces of different geometries is
possible without any ado. In earlier
systems like Titan, T-Rex, and Centro,
Allmatic has already incorporated its
grip system which is a modular assembly kit with exchangeable jaws. Duo
Plus is primarily meant as a mono

block in large machines such as horizontal milling machines. However,
the high-pressure clamping set can
be mounted to a machine table, too.
The fully enclosed maintenance-free
high-pressure spindle facilitates chip
removal and maintenance and guarantees reproducible clamping forces of
up to 40 kN.

For more information:
FOR DECADES
Fässler AG has been
considered to be the
world’s market leader
in honing technology.
Innovative, high-precision and sustainably
designed honing systems are developed in
real time regardless of
the complexity of requirements. Constant
movement is the creed
that is adhered to in
all the corporate divisions of Fässler AG.
Renowned
corporations on the world
market rely on honing
to Swiss perfection.
Cog by cog. Perfect to
the very last detail.

Allmatic-Jakob Spannsysteme
GmbH
Jägermühle 10
87647 Unterthingau
Phone: +(49) 8377 929 0
www.allmatic.de

ON LINE
Visit

Faessler Corp. | 131 W. Layton Ave., Suite 308 | Milwaukee, WI 53207-5941 USA
www.faessler-usa.com | +1 414 769 0072
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